In an asset return series there is a conditional asymmetric dependence between current return and past volatility depending on the current return's sign. To take into account the conditional asymmetry, we introduce new models for asset return dynamics in which frequencies of the up and down movements of asset price have conditionally independent
Introduction
Serial dependence in a financial return series is one of the most important topics in empirical finance. Although the modeling of asset price movements using geometric Brownian motion has offered a great insight into option pricing theory, it is unable to incorporate the serial dependence of return such as volatility clustering. Volatility clustering refers to the observation that large volatility tends to be followed by large volatility and small volatility tends to be followed by small volatility in financial return series. One of the successful models to take into account volatility clustering is the ARCH (Engle, 1982) (extended by the GARCH (Bollerslev, 1986)) model where the key idea is that the conditional volatility is a function of past information of squared innovations.
Another well-known property of financial return series is the leverage effect. The leverage effect refers to the fact that today's volatility is negatively correlated with past returns. More specifically, if the current volatility is large, then the past returns are more likely to be negative than to be positive, and if the current volatility is small, then the past returns are more likely to be positive. On the other hand, there are no significant correlations between today's return and past volatilities, implying that it is hard to predict today's return based on the information of past returns.
One can successfully incorporate the leverage effect with modifications to volatility functions in the original models of ARCH and GARCH. Numerous studies have been devoted to take into account the leverage effect: e,g., Black (1976) , Pagan and Schwert (1990) , Nelson (1991) , Engle and Ng (1993) , Glosten et al. (1993) , Zakoian (1994) , Hentschel (1995) , Christoffersen and Jacobs (2004) , Bollerslev et al. (2006) and Dufour et al. (2012) . In some literature, the leverage effect is also known as dynamic asymmetry.
We show there is another asymmetric property between return and past information, called conditional asymmetry. This concept of asymmetry was first introduced by Babsiri and Zakoian (2001) as a contemporaneous asymmetry which states that the volatility processes for up and down price moves are different from each other. The conditional asymmetry is an asymmetric correlation between current return and past volatility on whether the current return and the past return are positive or negative. For example, when today's return is negative, the correlation between return and past volatility is less than the correlation between the return and past volatility when today's return is positive. (Recall that the unconditional correlation between current return and past information , including past volatility, is almost zero.) This phenomenon is different from the leverage effect since the leverage effect is an asymmetric relation between today's volatility and past information.
Similar approaches are found in several literatures such as in Pelagatti (2009) , the skewness in return dynamics are examined with two different dynamics in positive and negative returns. Palandri and Sandri (2012) investigates whether positive and negative returns share the same dynamic volatility process using a bivariate generalization of the standard EGARCH model.
We provide a new approach to explain volatility clustering, the leverage effect and conditional asymmetry in terms of conditional correlation. We examine conditional serial correlations on the conditions of current and past returns' sign and explain how to take volatility clustering, the leverage effect and conditional asymmetry into account in a unified way.
To incorporate conditional asymmetry in modeling asset price dynamic, we employ a new approach, different from existing GARCH models based on volatility modeling. A natural approach to deal with the asymmetry is that we separate the up and down movements of price dynamic and model them differently. Therefore, we introduce intensity modeling with two pure jump processes, where the one jump process is for up movement and the other is for down movement. In this way, the jump rates of up movement and down movement are different functions of past information, thus providing flexibility to deal with conditional dependency.
We suggest GARCH type modeling for the jump frequency (intensities) to incorporate volatility clustering and the leverage effect.
Conditional distribution of the number of jumps within a given fixed short period of time is assumed to be Poisson distributed and the jump sizes are assumed to be a small constant.
Then the conditional distribution of return is a Skellam distribution with a closed form density function and we easily employ the maximum likelihood method to estimate the parameters. We exclude drift and diffusion terms for parsimony, which is different from the general modeling of price dynamics of Dai and Singleton (2000) , Eraker (2004) or Broadie et al. (2007) . Intensity itself already contains the drift term; for example, greater intensity for up movement than down movement implies an upward drift. In addition, small jumps play a role in diffusion in traditional price dynamic modeling, as we remark on the differences between the diffusion model and our model later. Recently, a discrete-valued small jump model has been studied to describe the tick structure of high frequency data by Barndorff-Nielsen et al. (2012) . In this model, a
Skellam process is considered to show price changes with a pure mid-price technique. We also provide important linkages between our model and the GARCH model such that if we constrain a parameter condition in our model, then our model and the GARCH are almost equivalent except for the difference in conditional distributions.
Related models are time-varying jump intensity models studied by Chan and Maheu (2002) and Maheu and McCurdy (2004) , where the conditional jump intensity follows Poisson distribution and the jump size distribution is Gaussian. To model microstructure noise, Bacry et al. (2013) introduced two dimensional mutually excited Hawkes processes where two intensity processes are used to model up and down price movements in microscopic level. Our approach is different from the above literature since in our model, positive and negative jumps processes have different parameters.
The remainder of paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, we discuss conditional asymmetry in asset return. In Section 3, we introduce the Poisson intensity model to take into account the dependence structure of return series, explain the properties of our model and the relationship between our model and existing GARCH model. In Section 4, empirical studies are employed with S&P 500 index return series. Section 5 concludes the paper. In Appendix, we have interesting plots.
Conditional asymmetry in asset return
In this section, we explain the conditional asymmetry in financial return series. We examine the conditional serial dependencies of return series where the condition is whether the signs of returns are positive or negative. From this point of view, we not only explain the conditional asymmetry but also discuss a unified approach to explain the other dependence structures in return series including the volatility clustering and the leverage effect. We use the data of the S&P 500 daily log-returns (1990.01.03-2009.12 .31) with a sample size of 5,027.
Let X t denote the log return at time t, whose absolute value is regarded as a measurement of volatility. In Figure 1 , we plot four kinds of conditional serial correlations depending on the signs of returns:
with lag = ℓ > 0. The dashed lines in the figures are 1.96/ √ n with n = sample size under the corresponding condition, which is the 2.5% and 97.5% quantiles of the normal distribution. We use it as usual approximations of the standard errors of correlations in the absence of appropriate measure of the errors. Note that all kinds of conditional correlations have significant values despite the fact that the unconditional serial return correlations, Corr(X t , X t−ℓ ), are generally negligible.
First, the absolute values of correlations of the top panels are larger than those of the bottom panels, and this represents that the serial correlations between returns are stronger when the current return, X t , is positive. The right bottom panel has the smallest magnitudes. We call this phenomenon "conditional asymmetry", which refers to the difference between the dependence structures of up and down movements on past information. This is different from the leverage effect, another kind of asymmetric relationship between return and volatility, which we will explain later. With these correlograms, we also provide the stylized facts of the stock return process such as the volatility clustering and the leverage effect.
Combining correlations in the top panels and the bottom panels, respectively, we show more evidence of conditional asymmetry. In Figure 2 , we plot the conditional correlations of the current return and the past volatilities on the conditions of the current return's sign. Differences in magnitudes between the bars in the left and the right represent the conditional asymmetry.
Note that the magnitude of Corr(X t , |X t−ℓ | |X t > 0) is larger than that of Corr(X t , |X t−ℓ | |X t < 0); that is, today's price movement is less affected by the previous information |X t−ℓ | when the price falls than the case when the price rises.
Also note that the positive values on the left are expected since
and Corr(|X t |, |X t−ℓ |) > 0 due to the volatility clustering. Similarly, the negative values on the 
Second, the differences between the magnitudes of the bars on left and right of Figure 1 represent the leverage effect. Recall that the differences between the top and bottom represents the conditional asymmetry. The magnitudes of the bars in the left panels are generally larger than the bars in the right. Combining correlations in the left and right panels, respectively, we have Figure 3 . The left is all negative, and the right is more or less positive. This interpretation of the leverage effect is slightly different from the traditional argument of the leverage effect, the relationship between past return and current volatility. Note that the traditional argument of the leverage effect implies Corr(|X t |, X t−ℓ ) < 0 and this is the combined result of the left and right of the figure.
Finally, the fact that all conditional correlations are significant in Figure 1 conditional autocorrelation of return series. It is interesting to note that, with the conditional correlograms in Figure 1 , we observe the existence of volatility clustering, the leverage effect and the conditional asymmetry in a unified way. Table 1 summarizes the various conditional correlations depending on the current sign of S&P 500 returns with lags ℓ = 1, 2, 3, 5, 10, 20. All reported correlations are significant when we use 1/ √ n with n = sample size satisfying the corresponding condition as approximations to the standard deviations of the conditional correlations. We also show the result of a modified 
where A denotes corresponding conditions, T ℓ is the number of samples with lag ℓ andT is the average of {T ℓ } N ℓ=1 . Ljung-Box statistics is used to check whether the autocorrelation of given time series is different from zero (Ljung and Box, 1978) . Though the test is known to be valid under a strong white noise assumption, we use the test statistics to quantify the serial conditional correlations. We observe the conditional asymmetry as the statistics Q 20 are larger when X t > 0 than X t < 0. We also observe the leverage effect as the statistics Q 20 are larger when X t−ℓ < 0 than X t−ℓ > 0. 
Modeling asymmetry
In the previous section, we showed that the dependence structure of return series differs depending on the current return's sign. When today's price movement is up, then the dependency with past volatility is strong and when today's price movement is down, then the dependency with past volatility is weak. One natural way to incorporate the conditional asymmetry is modeling up and down movements separately.
Intensity modeling
In our model, an asset price is assumed to move as the result of economic shock, such as the changes in an asset's expected payoff, investor's preference or other economic state variables, arriving at the financial market. More frequent arrivals of shocks imply larger volatility and less frequent occurrences of shocks imply smaller volatility. With this point of view, we develop an intensity-based asset price model to describe the time-varying volatility and the asymmetric relations between return and volatility.
The key idea is that the asset price dynamic consists of two pure jump processes and each jump process describes positive and negative shocks, respectively. The jump size is small enough to capture small movements of the price, which are commonly captured by a diffusion term.
(Thus, a diffusion term is absent in our model.) Stochastic jump size would be possible under a similar framework but for simplicity and parsimoniousness, we deal with only constant jump size in this paper. For a constant jump size, we may consider a tick structure of asset price movements or a discretization of a continuous price path. The intensities of the jump arrivals are modeled separately and hence we provide more flexibility to our model to incorporate not only volatility clustering and the leverage effect but also the conditional asymmetry. Furthermore, extra modeling of drift is also absent since the intensity modeling itself contains the movements of the mean of return, in contrast with the conditional variance modeling in the GARCH.
More formally, we are given a probability space (Ω, F = F(T ), P) with a filtration F(t), 0 ≤ t ≤ T , where the σ-algebra F(t) is an information set available to the investors at time t.
Every stochastic process and random variable introduced in this paper is defined on (Ω, F, P).
We assume that good news and bad news arrive at the stock market independently of one another (at least over some short time period) and they cause changes to the asset price immediately.
The frequencies of good news and bad news up to time t are modeled by Poisson processes N + (t) and N − (t) with stochastic intensities λ + (t) and λ − (t), respectively. Additionally, the intensity processes are assumed to be step processes, i.e., λ + (t) and λ − (t) are constant over the time intervals t i−1 ≤ t < t i where ∆t = T /N for some integer N and
Finally, we assume that the size of stock price change caused by news is constant δ. These assumptions are summarized in Assumption 3.1.
Now we postulate the axioms for the intensity model. Assumption 3.1. We are given F(t)-adapted r.c.l.l. processes N + (t), N − (t) and positive F(t)-adapted r.c.l.l. processes λ + (t), λ − (t) for 0 ≤ t ≤ T satisfying the following conditions:
(vi) (Asset price) There exists a constant δ > 0 such that
The assumption of constant jump size seems to be controversial, as it appears to be assumed that sizes of the impacts of news affecting asset price are the same. However, we need a different point of view to understand that the choice of δ is rather an indifferent matter. In our framework, the intensities are considered to be the expected time of the arrival of economic news that change the underlying return with a size of δ. For example, if δ = 0.002, then the intensities imply the expected times of occurrence of economic shock that cumulatively changes 0.2% of underling asset return. If δ = 0.005, then the intensities are for the occurrence of economic shock that changes 0.5% of return and in this case, the values of intensity processes are smaller than the intensities in the previous case. It turns out that when we compute the inferred conditional variance, the variances are consistent with various choices of δ, see Section 4.3. From this perspective, δ is rather a size of measurement to be counted than a predetermined jump size.
An interesting example is the tick structure of an equity ( Figure 5 ), where the transactions are based on a predetermined fixed size of price change and hence every price change is constant.
As our model is based on counting processes, it may be possible to estimate the intensity processes (and related parameters) by directly counting every change of the equity price. However, problems may arise. Because of the existence of market structure noise (Hansena and Lundeb, 2006) , one cannot distinguish the "meaningful" price changes from simple market noise. Trades generally occur in milliseconds, so, first, it is difficult to count the number of every price changes and second it is also hard to adequately distinguish market microstructure noise from the valid movements of price. In addition, although tick-by-tick data are available on individual stock, it is hard to observe the tick structure of an index, typically defined as a weighted average of more than one hundred stock prices. Therefore, instead of counting every asset price movement, we rather use the daily return distribution to estimate the latent intensity processes based on the maximum likelihood estimation which will be explained later. 09:00:00 10:00:00 11:00:00 12:00:00 13:00:00 14:00:00 14:50:00 572,000 580,000 588,000
Note that µ(t i ) and γ(t i ) are F(t i−1 )-measurable, and ε(t i ) is F(t i )-measurable.
Lemma 3.3. Under Assumption 3.1 we have
Lemma 3.3 implies
where µ(t i ) is regarded as a drift term, γ(t i ) is an Itô correction factor, and ε(t i ) is a shock, innovation, or residual during time interval
We compare our model with the Black-Scholes-Merton (Black and Scholes, 1973 ) framework based on the geometric Brownian motion dS(t) = αS(t)dt + σS(t)dW (t) where α is drift coefficient and σ is volatility. Let
In Table 2 , various concepts in each model are compared. In Table 3 , the conditional expecta-
for X(t i ) and the corresponding values for Y (t i ) are compared. In Table 4 , conditional expectations and variances are compared for ε(t i ) and σ∆W .
Note that if there is a jump in the price at t, then S(t) = e δ S(t−) or S(t) = e −δ S(t−) depending the direction of the change. The asset price satisfies the stochastic differential equation
given by 
be the log-return over the period [t i−1 , t i ]. Then the random variable M i defined by
has integer values m, and its conditional distribution given the information F(t i−1 ) is called
Skellam distribution with its probability density function (p.d.f.)
where I a is the modified Bessel function of the first kind defined by
See Haight (1967) for more information. Since the closed form of the conditional probability density exists, we are able to employ maximum likelihood estimation (MLE).
Let X 1 , . . . , X n denote the log-returns of asset at times t 1 < · · · < t n with their joint probability density function f θ (x 1 , . . . , x n ) for a parameter set θ. (We will explain the parameter set θ in the next section.) For a given data, x 1 , . . . , x n , we find θ which maximizes the likelihood f θ (x 1 , . . . , x n ). The joint density function is represented by
GARCH type intensity
In order to capture the volatility clustering, we introduce GARCH type stochastic Poisson intensities, where the innovation is a sum of two compensated Poisson distributions and the conditional intensity describes the heteroscedasticity. Since the development of the ARCH model by Engle (1982) , various conditional heteroscedastic models, including the GARCH models by Bollerslev (1986) , have been proposed. For example, if we take the basic GARCH(1,1) model for intensity, i.e.,
we have an infinite summation formula for the intensities
If we set
in our model, then we obtain the basic GARCH model of Bollerslev (1986) . For, if we let h(t i ) be the normalized one-step-ahead conditional variance of return at t i , then
This is consistent with the conditional variance modeling in the GARCH, suggesting that the intensity model is an extension of the existing GARCH models. Similarly, the one-step-ahead conditional variance of return is represented by
Furthermore,
and
and by assuming weakly stationarity, we have
The above formula for unconditional variance is similar to the formula of the original GARCH of Bollerslev (1986) . If we define normalized parameters by
then the unconditional variance is
In the next section, we will show that the estimates of normalized parameters are similar across various jump sizes δ.
Bollerslev (1986) showed that in the usual GARCH(1,1) model, when α+β < 1, the process is weakly stationary. Similarly, in the intensity model, when Eq. (1) is satisfied, if α * + +α * − +β < 1, Table 5 : GARCH intensity models
Heston and Nandi
then the process is weakly stationary, where we set ∆t = 1 for simplicity. The proof for the weakly stationarity is almost the same with the typical proof in the usual GARCH except the
More precisely, we have
where
Note that
Furthermore, M (t i , k) involves all the terms of the form
and the expectation of M (t i , k) does not depend on t i . By the recursive formula for M , we have
does not depend on t i . For the various intensity models in Table 5 , the current intensities for the occurrences of economic events are functions of past innovations and past intensities. The models in the table correspond to various GARCH models such as the GARCH (Bollerslev, 1986) , asymmetric GARCH (Engle and Ng, 1993) , nonlinear asymmetric GARCH (Engle and Ng, 1993) , GJR (Glosten et al., 1993) , news type (Christoffersen and Jacobs, 2004) , QGARCH (Sentana, 1995) , VGARCH (Engle and Ng, 1993) and Heston and Nandi (2000) . In the models of Heston and Nandi, and VGARCH, we set
and in GJR define
If γ ± = 0, then the GJR is reduced to the basic GARCH model.
It is not feasible to derive conditional correlations theoretically due to the complicated form of the conditional probability distribution function in our model. Thus, we show an example of simulation to show how an intensity model behaves with respect to conditional correlation under the condition of today return's sign. Note that, for example, in the basic GARCH model the parameters α ± in front of ε 2 (t i−1 ) play important roles with respect to conditional correlations with past information ε 2 (t i−1 ). For the simulation study, let
and we simulate 100 paths with 5000 daily returns. (The parameter values come from the results of the maximum likelihood estimation that will be explained in the next subsection.)
We also presume λ + (t 0 ) = λ − (t 0 ) = 5 and δ = 0.005. The differences in α ± , γ ± in front of ε 2 (t i−1 ) causes different conditional correlations as reported in Table 6 . As α + > α − and
the numbers in parenthesis imply corresponding standard errors.
Roughly speaking, positive return X t implies that the realization of N − (t) is small and close to zero so that X t ≈ δN + (t), where the intensity of N + (t) is a linear function of the past squared shock with parameter α + , which is larger than α − . Therefore, when today's return is positive, the return has a stronger correlation with the past square of shock than when today's return is negative. In this section, the maximum likelihood method is employed to estimate the parameters in the GARCH intensity models with the S&P 500 daily log-return series from January 1990 through December 2009. The basic statistics of the data are reported in Table 7 , where the mean and standard deviation are annualized. For the estimation, we assume strong stationarity of the intensity models.
First, we consider the basic GARCH-type intensity with a constraint that β = β + = β − , and we have a parameter set θ = {ω ± , β, α ± }. The reason for β constraint is that, under the constraint we are able to calculate the theoretic value of the unconditional standard deviation of the daily return distribution generated by the GARCH intensity model using Eq. (4). The estimates from maximum likelihood methods are presented in Table 8 for various jump sizes δ. The standard errors of the estimates calculated by a bootstrap method are reported in the corresponding parenthesis.
We observe that the minus log-likelihoods monotonically decrease as the jump sizes increase.
This implies we cannot apply the MLE to determine the size of δ since if we maximize the likelihood, then δ diverges. This is because of the nature of the Skellam distribution. The p.d.f.
of the Skellam distribution is a typical bell shaped function and has the maximum value near the center. The larger the presumed value of δ, the closer to zero the realized aggregate jump numbers. For simplicity, consider a Skellam distribution with λ + = λ − . Suppose that observed the one-day return is 0.01. For the first case, if δ is assumed to be 0.01, the aggregated number of jumps over one day is positive one. For the second case, if δ is assumed to be 0.005, the aggregated number of jumps over one day is positive two. Since the value of the bell-shaped Skellam p.d.f. is larger as the jump number is nearer to zero, we have larger likelihood for the first case where the jump size is assumed to be larger. This is why we have larger likelihood as jump size δ increases.
No matter which value of δ is chosen, we observe consistent properties for the estimates.
The fact that ω + > ω − shows the upward drift of the asset price process in general. The fact that α + > α − for any presumed jump size implies that downward movements are less affected by the previous information ε 2 than upward movements, which is the conditional asymmetry explained in Section 2.
In the table, the theoretic unconditional standard deviations of daily return distribution based on the estimated parameters are presented. The unconditional standard deviation varies Table 7 . We observe that, as the jump size decreases, the estimated standard deviation decreases. We may suppose the reasonable jump size is less than 0.01 (around 0.005) by comparing the sample standard deviation of standard deviation in Table 7 and the theoretical values in Table 7 .
The normalized values of parameters defined by Eq. (5) are reported in Table 9 . In this way, we show that ω * ± , α * ± and β have similar values for all jump sizes. (In fact, the normalized parameters ω * ± , α * ± tend to increase slightly as the jump sizes increase, except for the case of δ = 0.001. The parameter β slightly decreases as the jump sizes increase.) The consistency shows that the jump size δ is rather irrelevant to the dependence structure and the conditional asymmetry of return series. From now on, we will show the estimation results with various jump sizes.
The parameters α + and α − play crucial roles to capture the conditional asymmetry. Even if we observe that α + > α − for all jump sizes, we cannot be sure that the estimates are significantly different from each other since the differences are relatively small compared with the corresponding standard errors. Thus, we report the p-values for the null hypothesis that Table 10 where p-values are calculated by a bootstrap method. As results, at the 5% level we reject the conditional symmetry that α + = α − for all jump sizes. At the 1% level, we reject the conditional symmetry for all jump sizes, except for the case of δ = 0.001.
Next, we consider the basic GARCH intensity model with the parameter set θ = {ω ± , β ± , α ± }, i.e., without the constraint for β ± . The estimates from the maximum likelihood methods are presented in Table 11 for various jump sizes δ. Similarly with the previous case, we observe the Table 12 . For all cases, we reject the null hypothesis and this implies the conditional symmetry at the 1% level.
We also present normalized estimates of parameters in Table 13 .
Estimation for GJR GARCH-type intensity model
Now, we consider the GJR-type of intensity model to incorporate the leverage effect which cannot be captured in the basic GARCH model. The original GJR model for volatility can capture the leverage effect as reported in Engle and Ng (1993) . By the parameters γ ± , we capture the leverage effect. Suppose that γ + > 0 and γ − > 0. If bad news arrives, i.e., ε(t i−1 ) < 0, today's volatility increases more than in the case of good news arriving. The estimates of parameters are presented in Table 14 . Observe that ω + , α + , γ + are larger than ω − , α − , γ − , respectively, whereas β + is smaller than β − .
Similarly with the previous cases, we observe α + > α − and γ + > γ − which imply that down Table 16 . When X t < 0, the statistics are smaller than when X t < 0, representing the conditional asymmetry. Now we compare the likelihoods of various models: Corr(X t , |X t−ℓ | |X t > 0) 4139.6 4236.9
Corr(X t , |X t−ℓ | |X t < 0) 2329.7 3399.0
where α := α + = α − and γ := γ + = γ − . Model I is the simplest one and similar to the original GARCH. Model II is an improved version to incorporate the leverage effect. Model III is for the conditional asymmetry. By Model IV, we capture both the leverage effect and the conditional asymmetry.
In Table 17 we compare the minus loglikelihood of the models with various jump size. In
Model IV, we have the smallest minus loglikelihood for all jump sizes. Note that, in terms of the likelihood ratio we have more improvement when we adopt Model II (to take into account the leverage effect) than when we adopt Model III (for the conditional asymmetry). 
Comparison with usual GARCH
In this subsection, we compare our model with the usual GJR GRACH model. Using the same data of the S&P 500 index in the previous subsections, the estimates of the autoregressive moving average (ARMA) (1,1)-GJR GARCH are
where the innovations are assumed to follow the normal distribution and σ(t i ) denotes the conditional volatility of ε(t i ). The estimates of the GJR GARCH variance model are similar with the normalized estimates of the intensity models in Table 15 . The dynamics of the conditional means of the intensity models are different from the dynamics of the conditional mean of the usual ARMA(1,1)-GJR GARCH as plotted in Figure 11 .
In the conditional mean structure of the usual ARMA(1,1)-GJR GARCH, the absolute value of the autoregressive parameter of AR(1)= −0.0183 is relatively close to zero and the conditional mean series is more like white noise. Note that if the parameter of AR(1) approaches to 1, then the time series has a strong autoregressive property, since the current value is largely affected by the previous terms relative to the shocks. In contrast with the usual GARCH, the conditional Using the inferred conditional mean in the intensity model, investors may get an improved idea about current risk by predicting the future conditional mean of return. As shown in the figure, the intensity models have more predicting power than the usual GARCH model where the conditional mean is more like white noise. In the intensity model, we model the up and down movements intensities separately, where each intensity process is predictable because of its clustering property. In addition, by the conditional asymmetry, up and down intensities are different functions of past information from each other, and the conditional mean, the difference of the intensities has predictability, even though the predicting power is less than the volatility process. More exact modeling for the intensities beyond the GARCH type modeling would improve the forecasting ability of the conditional variance as well as the conditional mean.
Discussion about δ
We have explained that δ is rather exogenously chosen, since the estimates of the parameters and the behaviors of the inferred conditional variance and mean are consistent across various δ. This is based on the perspective that δ is a unit size of measurement of the changes in asset price to be counted. One can estimate δ in the sense of the method of moments as explained in Eq. (4), by matching the theoretical second moments and the sample moments. However, the exact form of the theoretical second moments are only available in some specific kinds of intensity models, and the expected computational complexity is high in order to find the best estimates of δ. Our suggestion based on the heuristic methods is to assume that δ is around 0.005, implying that we count the economic events that change by 0.5% in the asset return.
The reasons are that the analysis based on the second moment condition is satisfactory and the informal arguments of the behaviors of the conditional mean and variance are plausible compared with the benchmark GARCH model.
Conclusion
The conditional asymmetry is the asymmetric relation of current return to past information depending on the current return's sign. We introduced a new approach based on the Poisson intensity model for asset price movements to incorporate the asymmetry as well as well-known properties such as the leverage effect and the volatility clustering. In our model the frequencies of up and down movements of returns are represented using two separate stochastic intensities.
To model the intensities we employ the GARCH-type models to capture the asymmetric effects of past shocks to current return as well as time-varying volatility. We tested various kinds of intensity models and had a consistent results in which there is the conditional asymmetry in the S&P 500 return series. By enabling the capture of conditional asymmetry, the intensity models are slightly improved in terms of maximum likelihood. 
A Correlograms for simulation A.1 GARCH intensity
In Figure 12 , the positive autocorrelation of absolute returns presented in the right panel indicates volatility clustering. However, the basic GARCH intensity model is not rich enough to capture leverage effect as demonstrated in Figures 13 and 14 . The leverage effect would imply that Corr(|X t |, X t−ℓ ) is negative. The absence of the leverage effect can also be seen in Figure 14 where conditional correlations are negligible.
A.2 GJR GARCH intensity
We plot correlations and conditional correlations of simulated returns obtained by GJR GARCH type intensity model. In the right of Figure 15 we observe volatility clustering. The leverage effect is shown in Figure 16 that the magnitude of today's return is negatively correlated with 
